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By: Kamryn



THE LEGEND OF THE LEPRECHAUN
By: Amaya

Leprechauns are a type of fairy found in Irish Folklore. They
usually look like little bearded men in a green coat and hat that 
cause lots of trouble . The name Leprechaun comes from an 
Irish word meaning pigmy or sprite. There has also never 
been a female leprechaun, always male. They are usually 
celebrated on Saint Patrick's day which is a cultural and 
religious holiday in March. The Legend dates all the way back to 
the 800`s but before the 1800`s the theory was that actually 
wore red instead of green. The legend also states, they began 
as little shoemakers and if you were close enough you could 
hear them tapping on shoes. They always hide their pots of gold 
deep in the Irish countryside and if ever lucky enough to find a 
Leprechaun they would grant you 3 wishes. In 2009, in a small 
Irish town of Carlingford, a man supposedly saw a Leprechaun 
leading to a law being passed that makes Leprechauns a 
protected species. So if you are ever lucky enough to come 
across our little friend, keep an eye out for his tricks a pots of 
gold. 
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Vampire Bats 
By:Aron

______________________________________
 
Vampire bats are the only mammals in the world that feed entirely on blood. They
live in the tropics of Mexico, Central America, and South America. The common 
vampire bat, desmodus rotundus, feeds on sleeping mammals, usually cattle and
horses and sometimes even people. The other species of Vampire bats eat birds.

The vampire bat is about 3 ½ inches long and has a wingspan of 7 inches.  The 
vampire bat makes a small cut with their teeth and then lap up flowing blood with 
their tongues.  Unlike some other species of bats, vampire bats can walk, run, 
and jump. They have very strong hind legs and a special thumb that helps them 
take off after feeding. Also, heat sensors on their noses help them find a good 
spot on an animal's body to feed.

The common vampire bat feeds for 30 minutes, usually without waking the ani-
mal up. The victim does not lose a dangerous amount of blood, but just enough 
to feed the bat.  It is possible to die from the bite, though, because the bite can 
spread disease like rabies and infection. Over the course of one year, a colony of
100 bats can drink a volume equal to the blood of 25 cows or 14,000 chickens.



The Pistol Shrimp
By: EJ

The pistol shrimp, also called the Snapping Shrimp or Alpheid Shrimp is one of the smallest creatures and it 
is also one of the loudest to live on our planet.  Pistol shrimp grow no more than 1-2 inches in length. but 
they are the major source of noise in ocean.  When pistol shrimp are together in a colony, they can easily 
interfere with underwater communication and sonar.  During World War 2, the United States used the noise 
from the shrimp colonies to hide their submarines from Japan!

The pistol shrimp has one large claw that is much bigger than its body and can be on the left or right side. 
This large claw does not have pincers like other shrimp. Instead of the pincers, the claw has two parts. One 
of the two parts is known as the hammer’ which, using a joint, moves 90 degrees backward from the other 
part. A pistol shrimp can lose or break its large claw, but then smaller claw on the other arm will grow into a
snapping claw and the lost limb grows back into a smaller claw.

While hunting, a pistol shrimp opens the hammer part of its claw and then releases it, allowing it to snap into
the other part. This release is very fast and makes a bubble that stuns prey.  The bubble shoots out at a 
speed of 62 miles an hour, reaching a temperature of 4700 degrees Celsius. This is almost as hot as the 
temperature on the sun!  This all takes place very fast and can only be seen when using a high speed 
camera.  The bubble bursts with a sound that is louder than a gunshot.  The sound the pistol shrimp’s 
bubble makes can break glass, so you would not want to keep one in your fish tank. 

There are around 600 different species of these shrimp, which are usually found in oyster reefs and coral 
reefs and they dig burrows.  Most pistol shrimp are found in temperate and tropical waters.  Pistol shrimp are
often found living in colonies of over 300. There is one queen in the colony, which will possibly have only a 
single mate. The rest of the colony will be made up mostly of males that act as soldiers.  

Pistol shrimp have a symbiotic relationship with goby fish, which means they help each other. Goby fish have
a good eyesight, while the pistol shrimp do not.  So, the pistol shrimp will build and take care of the burrow 
while the goby fish watches for danger. When both the goby fish and the pistol shrimp go out the burrow, the
shrimp will stay behind the goby fish, but touch the goby with its antennae. 





Jellyfish       
By: Lydia

Jellyfish are not really fish, of course, because a fish’s anatomy is centered 
around its backbone, whereas the jellyfish is a dome-shaped invertebrate. 
Therefore, it’s more accurate to refer to them simply as “jellies.” Believe it or 
not, these roving creatures, with their umbrella shape and hanging tentacles, 
are most closely related to corals , sea anemones, sea whips, and hydrozoans. 
Why? They share a distinctive body part – a harpoon-like stinging cell used to 
capture prey. Generally, these cells are called cnidocytes, which comes from 
the ancient Greek word for nettle. Therefore, animals in this phylum are called 
cnidarians. 

 Jellyfish are carnivorous and use their stingers to capture algae, and other 
fish. Its tentacles contain the weapons used to immobilize prey. Each jellyfish 
tentacle is packed with thousands of cnidoblasts which are cells that contain 
nematocysts. Think of nematocysts as little harpoons full of venom. Touch 
triggers them to shoot. The stinging thread at the tip of the harpoon inserts 
itself into the skin and injects venom. The venom is a neurotoxin, which is 
meant to paralyze prey but is still painful for humans. Jellyfish venoms are 
complex and contain porins, neurotoxins and lipids. The porins tear holes in 
blood cells and trigger an inflammation response in mast cells (cells in the 
immune system responsible for allergies and anaphylaxis). Some proteins in 
the venom cause local pain and skin lesions. I have been stung by a jellyfish 
and it is not a pleasurable experience at all. It feels like many bee stings all at 
once in one area. 

The habitat for Jellyfish is very vast as they can live in any ocean water. With 
over 2,000 species out there they have been able to find plenty of locations 
where they can thrive. Some species live in the cold Arctic water and others 
live in the warm tropical waters. The saltier areas of the ocean seem to have 
more blooms than the other locations.   Their average lifespan is about 1 year 
in the wild. They eat fish, shrimp, tiny plants and other species of jellyfish. 

There will be times when a Jellyfish is out there moving around by itself in the 
habitat. Then there are times when they form blooms that can have a handful 
or thousands of them in a given location. Some jellyfish can be as big as a 
human, and they can also be as small as a pinhead! And jellyfish have no 
brain, heart, ears, eyes or nose! Jellyfish are mainly made up of water and 
protein. Jellyfish are a very important aspect of the ocean, even though they 
can have deadly stings. They act as food for other sea creatures, and they also 
act as protection for other fish. 





  



Alexandre Dumas

     Alexandre Dumas was a famous author in the 1800s. He was born in 
Villers-Correrêts, France on July 24, 1802. His full name is Dumas 
Davy de la Pailleterie. Alexandre’s father was a General in the army and
died when Alexandre was only four years of age. After that, Alexandre 
grew up in poverty with his mother and grandparents in the French 
countryside.

     Then, when Alexandre was twenty-one, he went to Paris to seek his 
fortune. He had always been a great reader and soon was writing plays at
first, then novels. Alexandre Dumas wrote “The Three Musketeers”, 
published in 1844, and had a great success. In 1846, he wrote “The 
Count of Monte Cristo.” He was one of the first authors to write lively, 
exciting, historical stories and combine them with romance and 
adventure. Dumas’ works have been translated into more than one-
hundred languages.

     As a successful novelist, Alexandre earned a fortune, but his lifestyle 
cost even more. He died on December 5, 1870 in Puys, France in 
poverty once again. His son also became a famous novelist. Today, they 
are known as Alexandre Dumas (father) and Alexandre Dumas (son). 

By: Emma Joy







DOMINIQUE DAWES
By: Arianna

Dominique Dawes is an American Gymnast. She was 
born November 20th 1976 in Silver Spring, Maryland. 
She started gymnastics when she was 6. By 10 she had 
competed in the Jr. Elite Level. She was given the 
nickname Awesome Dawesome. Her coach's name was 
Kelli  Hill. Dominique was the first African American to 
win an Individual Olympic Gymnastic's Medal. She was 
also part of the Magnificent 7 that won gold at the 
Atlanta games. She has won 15 American Titles. In 2004
she became the youngest President of the Women's 
Sports Federation. President Obama even made her co-
chair on The Council of the Fitness, Sports and Nutrition
in 2010.





FLORIDA EVERGLADES
By: Carissa

In the 1920’s,  people thought the Everglades in florida was just a big swamp and they 
began to drain it to build buildings there. The National Park Service became aware of 
the huge numbers of animals that live, breed, and feed in the area, like manatees, so to 
protect the land and animals from builders, they voted to designate the Everglades as a 
national park in 1934. 

Today, Florida’s Everglades National Park is a 1.5-million-acre wetland ecosystem. Much 
of the area is covered with saw grass, a grass-like plant that sprouts in water. The park 
also has mangrove swamps, where mangrove trees grow. You can take a boat along the 
swampy wetlands or you could bike through forests that have rooted in rockier areas of 
the swamp.  Unfortunately, the Everglades are still threatened by humans building and 
pollution from agriculture.

The Everglades are home to many plants and animals. Some animals found there are: 
alligators, manatees, panthers, blue heron, Florida cooter and Spoonbills. Some plants 
there are: Spanish Moss, Saw Grass, Cypress trees, white water lilies and water willows. 
This is the only place where the American alligator and the American crocodile can be 
found living together. 
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